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SESSION PROPOSAL 20
DOSE OPTIMIZATION IN ONCOLOGY: WHY, WHEN AND HOW
Kentaro Takeda, Data Science, Astellas Pharma Global Development, Inc.

Description of Session:
Introduction: The primary purpose of early phase trials for the novel anti-cancer agents, such as molecular targeted,
CAR-T cell therapy, and immune-oncology therapy, has been shifted toward identifying an optimal biological dose,
defined as the tolerable dose having adequate efficacy under the unpredictable dose–toxicity and dose–efficacy
relationships, rather than determining the maximum tolerated dose (MTD). The FDA’s Oncology Center of
Excellence recently launched Project Optimus, which will develop new guidance to address issues relating to dose
optimization in early clinical trials assessing the safety and efficacy of oncology drugs. This signals
paradigm-shifting with new scrutiny and more emphasis on optimizing the dose for novel oncology drugs from the
FDA In this session, we invited three experts in the fields to discuss some recent developments in this frontier.
Specially, Dr. Ying Yuan will present Bayesian adaptive designs as a powerful approach to optimize dose for drug
development. Dr. Rachael Liu will present an optimal Bayesian design for platform trials with multiple endpoints. Dr.
Kentaro Takeda will present a Bayesian optimal interval design for dose-finding based on efficacy and toxicity
outcomes in early clinical trials. Our session is suitable for biostatisticians and clinicians in academia, government,
and industry.
Speakers: Ying Yuan (MD Anderson Cancer Center) Rachael Liu (Takeda Pharmaceuticals) Kentaro Takeda
(Astellas Pharma)
Co-Organizer: Kentaro Takeda (Astellas Pharma) and Ying Yuan (MD Anderson Cancer Center)
Chair: Kentaro Takeda (Astellas Pharma)
Abstracts: 1. Bayesian Adaptive Designs for Dose Optimization Ying Yuan, PhD University of Texas MD Anderson
Cancer Center
FDA recently released the Guidance for Benefit-Risk Assessment for New Drug and Biological Products and
launched Project Optimus, which will develop new guidance to address issues relating to dose optimization in early
clinical trials assessing the safety and efficacy of oncology drugs. This highlights the importance of dose optimization
in the era of targeted therapy and immunotherapy, and the need of paradigm shifting from the maximum tolerated
dose to the optimal biological dose with the goal of maximizing the risk-benefit tradeoff for patients. In this talk, I
will discuss adaptive design strategies for dose optimization in early phase oncology trials. In particular, I will
introduce model-assisted designs which are simple to implement and yield desirable operating characteristics,
including strong robustness and high accuracy to identify the optimal dose.
2. Optimal Bayesian design for platform trials with multiple endpoints Rachael Liu, Ph.D. Takeda Pharmaceuticals
In clinical trial development especially in Oncology and Cell Therapy, indication selection and optimal dose
level/schedule identification are the primary objectives and could significantly impact the future success of
confirmatory trials. Master protocol, e.g. Basket trial, umbrella trial, and platform trial, has become popular in
practical implementation considering the connection of trial designs with multiple indications and treatment
candidates. However, most of the available designs are developed with efficacy endpoint only for estimation and
testing, ignoring the safety signal detection which often could put future development as risk. Additionally, it often
lacks of quantitative framework to allow optimal treatment selection. We propose a novel optimal Bayesian design
for platform trial (PMED) targeting on both safety and efficacy to characterize the benefit risk profile. We further
extend the design to allow treatment and indication selection within and across arms.
3. BOIN-ET: Bayesian optimal interval design for dose-finding based on both efficacy and toxicity outcomes Kentaro
Takeda, Ph.D. Astellas Pharma
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One of the primary objectives of an oncology dose-finding trial for a new anti-cancer agent is to identify an optimal
dose (OD) that is tolerable and therapeutically beneficial for subjects in subsequent clinical trials. Many dose?finding
designs solely based on toxicity have been proposed to detect a maximum tolerated dose under the assumption that
both toxicity and efficacy monotonically increase with the dose level. However, such an assumption may not
necessarily be the case when evaluating the OD for novel anti-cancer agents such as molecular targeted agents, cell
therapy, and immuno?oncology therapy. We propose a Bayesian optimal interval design for dose-finding based on
efficacy and toxicity outcomes (BOIN-ET) to identify an OD. The BOIN-ET design is a model-assisted design that is
robust and straightforward to implement in real oncology dose-finding trials with advantages in selecting correct ODs
and the average number of patients allocated across various realistic settings.
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